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WARRANTY

See giantloopmoto.com/warranty for complete warranty details.
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NOTE: Before mounting, carefully read through these instructions. Failure to follow recommended mounting instructions voids warranty. Manufacturer is not liable
for any damage, injury or death that results from improper use and installation of products. By installing this product, user accepts all liabilities, terms and conditions
outlined in the Liability & Warranty statement included here.

KLAMATH TAIL RACK PACK MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS
On some bikes, remove the seat to secure forward-tensioning anchor
straps to subframe, then anchor pack using either the fender hooks
secured to dirt bike plastic fender/rack and/or remove fender hooks and
use the provided webbing looped through a
secure anchor point on rack.

For easier installation, remove lid first. Determine which mounting
scenario best matches your bike and rack, providing at least two anchor
methods - three if available.

GL’s super tough ballistic anchor webbing is quite stiff. To adjust width,
push webbing through thumb lock buckles from underside of pack.
Measure distance and lock one side into place first, then tension second
side until pack is fully tight and stable. Re-install lid and elastic hinge
straps. Cinch side release buckles to keep lid tightly in place.

EASY RACK MOUNT

MOJAVI SADDLEBAG MOUNT

On some tail racks, simply anchor pack using anchor hooks and/or
provided webbing loop - or a combination of both. Remove the forwardtensioning anchor straps if they are not needed, or if possible, use them
for added security and stability.

Remove MoJavi Saddlebag’s center Tool Pouch. Thread fender hooks
and/or provided webbing through both MoJavi and Klamath, cinching
front anchor straps tight inside Klamath. Anchor rear of Klamath to
fender, rack or other solid attachment point to secure to the tail of bike.

PACKING AND CARE TIPS
• The pack’s outer Bomb Shell™ is Adventure Proof - not waterproof.
Pack moisture-sensitive gear in plastic bags or waterproof sleeves to
prevent damage.
• Always mount pack with at least one redundant set of anchor points to
prevent pack from separating from bike.
• Ride a short distance and re-tension anchor straps. Check and retighten all straps at stops, as gear can shift and compress.
• Go light! Do not overstuff or over pack. Avoid packing heavy objects
above seat height and behind rear axel.

• Pack hard, sharp or metallic gear in protective wrappers and/or sleeves.
Also protect from contact with other solid objects that may abrade fabric
such as hard metal rack surfaces.
• Divider can be repositioned or removed. Use foam block or shockresistant case to protect camera equipment or other delicate gear.
• Avoid exposure to chemicals that may degrade fabric, such as insect
repellents containing DEET.
• Hand wash with mild soap and warm water. Hang to air dry. DO NOT
MACHINE WASH.
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